CASE STUDY:	
  Miss Black Ohio, USA 2011 Campaign
“Youth Empowerment Through The Arts and Education”	
  

Challenge
The Miss Black USA Pageant & Scholarship Foundation, Inc. is a non-profit corporation headquartered in the
state of Maryland. Geared towards young African-American women ages 17 to 27, the foundation supports
black women in their efforts to continue education, while giving back to the community around them. More than
a superficial beauty contest, the foundation focuses on developing the mind, body and soul of African-American
women.
Brittainy Walton, newly crowed Miss Black Ohio, began her reign in January of 2011. With no previous
participation in pageants Ms. Walton understood that in order to fulfill her duties, she had to develop her
interpersonal communication skills and think strategically about using her civic platform to construct a message
and rally the youth and young adult community.
Insight
People are more responsive and receptive to interactions that take place face-to-face, especially with those
who officiate in some formal capacity. Taking advantage of the relatively small state of Ohio, we ceased the
opportunity to get Miss Black Ohio up close and personal with her target audience and interact with them on an
intimate level. By taking Miss Black Ohio to where the people were, we added a level of humanity to the
campaign and kept it organic.
Solution
To ensure people were aware of the new Miss Black Ohio and her campaign message we crafted a clear and
concise strategic itinerary that positioned Ms. Walton for high visibility at the local, regional, and state level. We
made her accessible to an unlimited number of events, public appearances, and “Meet-and-greets” across
Ohio.
We coordinated an Itinerary involving appearances at middle schools, high schools, colleges, conferences,
churches, and basketball games. We partnered with progressive events and provided networking opportunities
with positive influencers who we knew would support Miss Black
Ohio in her campaign for youth empowerment and civic
engagement. Leveraging the significant persuasive power of
prominent figures at these events and in various communities we
sought to align Ms. Walton with those who could effectively expand
the scope of her message and add credibility. Endorsements by
those who are considered influential in the state of Ohio allowed us
to generate dialogue about the pageant, Miss Black Ohio and her
message, which trickled down throughout the various communities.
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Concentrating our efforts on market segmentation we were able to efficiently reach smaller segments that
differed in resources, location, and wants. Through research and outreach we identified local ambassadors in
each market who adopted the Miss Black Ohio message and became advocates. This allowed our campaign
to stay relevant within those smaller segments.
Miss Black Ohio hosted a detailed blog, which tracked gradual movement and gave supplementary insight
throughout the campaign. We also interacted with the traditional forms of media to reach a broader audience
and build trustworthiness. Our efforts also went to manufacturing opportunities for civic engagement among
the youth and young adult community. We were able to highlight pressing issues affecting them through
several public forums with Miss Black Ohio.
Over the course of the campaign our target audience responded with interest and excitement. The campaign
message and our initiatives worked succinctly to spark conversation and action throughout Ohio. Positive
reviews from key individuals served as the boost we needed to create awareness among those who valued
their opinions.
Results
•

Established Miss Black Ohio as a recognizable positive influencer among young people of Ohio.

•

Increased participation in the Miss Black OH, USA pageant the following year.

•

Received positive endorsements by Faith Daniels, Courtis Fuller, The Avondale Youth Council, and
Representatives of The Ohio State University.
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